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The purpose of this guide is to give ordinary South African consumers  

a very basic guide to contracts and what they mean in our law.

Disclaimer
      
This brochure is designed as an explanatory guide to the Contract. It is intended for the 
use of Consumers and is not an exhaustive legal reference.
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Contracts: An introduction
Firstly, the purpose of these pamphlets is to give ordinary 
South African consumers a very basic guide to contracts and 
what they mean in our law. Secondly, these pamphlets are 
intended to highlight the important changes brought to our 
law of contracts by the Consumer Protection Act 68/2008 
(the CPA).
 
The introduction of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008  
(the CPA) came into effect on the 1st of April 2011. The purpose of the 
CPA is to enshrine consumer rights and provide statutory remedies for 
infringement of these consumer rights. 

WHAT IS A CONTRACT?
A contract is an agreement that is intended to create legal rights and 

duties between the parties. 

 

It can be written down or typed out, it can be verbal, or it may even just 

exist in the minds of the parties. Many people think of a ‘contract’ as a 

piece of paper that you need to sign, but a piece of paper or a signature  

is not always needed for a contract.

 

We enter into contracts every day: for example, you enter into a contract 

whenever you buy or sell something, or when you rent a room in a house, 

or when you agree to work for someone. 

 

EXAMPLE: When John buys his bread and milk from Jane’s shop, they 

enter into a contract.
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WHY ARE CONTRACTS DIFFERENT FROM OTHER AGREEMENTS?

A contract is different from other agreements, like an agreement to meet 

someone for lunch. This is because contracts create legal rights and duties. 

This means that when you enter into a contract, you cannot decide later 

that you don’t want to do the thing you have agreed to do. This is a 

‘breach of contract’.

 

EXAMPLE: When John buys his bread and milk from Jane, they have 

entered into a contract. John cannot decide after Jane gives him the bread 

and milk that he does not want to pay Jane. Jane cannot decide after John 

pays her that she does not want to give John the bread and milk.

 

If one party breaches the contract, there are many actions the other  

party can take so that they will not lose out under the contract. These  

are called ‘remedies’.

 

This is why you must make sure you can actually do what you have agreed 

to under a contract, before you enter it.

FORMATION

Usually a contract is formed once there is an offer by one party, and an 

acceptance by the other party. When the party making the offer comes to 

know that the other party has accepted his offer, there will be a contract.

 

EXAMPLE: In our example above, John offered to buy Jane’s bread and 

milk when he brought it to the counter to pay. When Jane accepted 

John’s money, a contract was formed.

 

Normally, however, when you make a larger purchase, like a set of 

furniture, there will be a written contract that you must sign. This simply 

acts as proof of the agreement.

When you buy or sell land or buildings, however, the contract must  

be in writing. 
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Capacity: Who can enter  
a Contract?
Usually, anyone over 18 years of age may enter into a contract. 
But, there are exceptions to this rule. Some of them are 
explained below:

YOUNG PEOPLE

Someone who is younger than 18 years is called a ‘minor’ in our law.  
A minor younger than 7 years cannot enter into a binding contract at all. 
 
A minor older than 7 years can only enter into a contract if –

• They are assisted by their parent or legal guardian, or their parent/
guardian gives their permission for the contract later.

• They consent to the contract on their own, when they turn 18.

If a minor between 7 and 18 years old entered into a contract without 
the necessary permission or assistance by their parent or guardian, the 
parent or guardian must decide whether the minor should withdraw from 
the contract or keep to it.  
 
The other party must follow the decision of the parent or guardian and 
cannot use the minor’s age as an excuse to get out of the contract.  

PEOPLE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS

Even if someone enters a contract while under the influence of drugs  
or alcohol, they may still have to act under that contract. 
 
The effect of the alcohol or drugs will usually have to have been very 
severe before a court will let that person out of their contract. 
 
That person must not have had any idea of what he or she was  
agreeing to.
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OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTS

  

POSSIBILITY 

There can be no contract to do the impossible. If the contract only became 

impossible after the two parties entered into it, then the contract simply 

falls away. But, if the impossibility was the fault of one of the parties, 

that will be a breach of contract, and the other party can claim damages 

(compensation) in court.

 

EXAMPLE: John and Jane enter a contract for the sale of furniture. But 

before John can deliver the furniture to Jane, he carelessly leaves the 

furniture outside his shop and it is stolen. It is impossible for John to now 

deliver the furniture to Jane, but the impossibility is his fault. Jane can 

claim damages from John if she has paid him already.

CERTAINTY

The terms of the contract must be certain for both parties. In a contract 

of sale, for example, there must be certainty about the thing sold and the 

price to be paid. Contracts that are not certain are vague, and a court will 

not uphold them!

FORMALITIES

In South African law, formalities such as a written contract or the 

signatures of the parties are not normally necessary except for purchases 

of land or buildings. What is important is that it is clear to the court what 

the parties agreed to.

 

But, this does not mean that you can ignore the formalities in the contracts 

you sign when buying smaller things, like furniture and home appliances: 

parties can agree to make formalities a requirement under their contract. 

If you enter into a contract that requires formalities, make sure to comply 

with them.

LEGALITY

Like impossibility, there can be no valid contract to do something illegal, 

like purchasing drugs or stolen goods.
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Warranties & Guarantees 
We often see products advertised with a ‘warranty’ or a 
‘guarantee’. These are simply promises made by a party  
in a contract about what he/she has agreed to do under  
that contract. That promise then becomes part of the 
contract: if it is broken, there is a breach of contract.  
 
EXAMPLE: John sells Jane some furniture and gives Jane a ‘2 year 

warranty’ or ‘2 year guarantee’ that the furniture will not break. The 

furniture breaks after 1 year. Because the furniture broke at a time when  

it was still under guarantee or warranty, John has broken the ‘warranty’  

or ‘guarantee’. He has breached his contract with Jane. John is obliged  

to replace or repair the furniture.

Just like any other term in a contract, a warranty or guarantee does not 
have to be written down or typed out, like in the example above. It is 
enough that the parties agree that what is promised under the warranty 
or guarantee will become part of the contract.
 
Where the seller offers you a sample of what the finished product will 
look like, this is usually treated as a warranty or guarantee. So if the 
finished product does not look or perform like the sample, this will 
normally be a breach of contract. 
 
This will be the case unless you and the seller agreed that the final 
product was not guaranteed to look or perform like the sample product.
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STATUTORY WARRANTY ON THE QUALITY OF GOODS/PRODUCTS

Section 56 of the CPA gives the consumer a 6 month statutory warranty. 

Section 56 of the CPA also provides that the goods supplied shall be 

suitable for the purpose for which they were purchased, of good quality, 

in good working order, free of defects and must be usable and durable for 

a reasonable period of time. Should the goods be defective, the consumer 

is entitled to return the goods to the supplier within six months after the 

delivery of the goods:-

• without being penalised by the supplier;

• at the risk and expense of the supplier;

• at the direction of the consumer, the supplier shall, either:-

 a. Repair the goods;

 b. Replace the goods; and/or

 c. Refund monies paid.

STATUTORY WARRANTY ON THE QUALITY OF REPAIRED  

PRODUCTS/GOODS

Section 57 of the CPA provides the consumer with a 3 month warranty  

on any parts installed during repair work, in addition to any other warranty 

that the service provider may give to the consumer. This means that 

should the defect persist after the completion of the repair work, the 

consumer is entitled to return the product to the supplier and have it  

fixed properly in accordance with the initial agreement.
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Breach of Contract 
When someone does not do what they have agreed to do 
under a contract, they are breaching that contract, and the 
other party will normally be entitled to compensation or to 
get out of the contract. But, not just any breach will do:
 
The general rule is that a breach must be ‘material’ before the other party can 
get out of the contract. There is no rule for telling when a breach is ‘material’ 
– it will almost always depend on the facts of your case. A ‘material’ breach is 
a ‘serious’ breach: a failure in an important part of the agreement.
 
However, there are different types of breach, and finding out what type 
of breach we are dealing with can also help us tell whether a breach is 
‘material’ or not, and are discussed below:

TYPES OF BREACH 

I. Late performance 
II. Incomplete or unsatisfactory performance
III. Improperly refusing to comply with the contract 
IV. Preventing performance
 
These types of breach happen when someone does not do what they 
agreed to do under the contract, within the time agreed to. It must be 
their fault.
 
EXAMPLE: Jane pays John to fix her wall on Monday at 10h00 but John 

never arrives because he has agreed to fix Winston’s wall at the same time.
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If the contract has a time for performance, the party automatically 

breaches the contract as soon as that time passes. But, if the contract does 

not contain a time for performance, the other party must first demand 

performance within a reasonable time. If the party still does not perform 

within that reasonable time, then they will have breached the contract.

 

Section 19 of the CPA now places a responsibility on the supplier to deliver 

the goods or services on the agreed date, on the agreed time and at the 

agreed place of delivery and at the cost of the supplier. Failure by the 

supplier to adhere to the above conditions amounts to breach of contract.

INCOMPLETE OR UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

This type of breach happens when someone does do what they agreed 

to do under the contract. But, they either do not do everything that they 

were supposed to do, or they do not do it properly. It will not normally 

matter whether or not it was their fault that the performance was 

incomplete or unsatisfactory.

 

EXAMPLE: John and Jane agree that John will build Jane a house using 

only the best bricks. Instead he builds Jane’s house using bricks that are 

only of average quality. 
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IMPROPERLY REFUSING TO COMPLY WITH THE CONTRACT 

Section 54 of the CPA gives consumers the right to demand quality 

service from service providers which include the following: 

• The performance and completion of the service must be on time;

• The performance of the service must be of good quality;

• The service provider must use, deliver and install goods  

of good quality;

• The service provider must return the product to the consumer  

in as good a condition as when it was delivered. 

If the service provider fails to adhere to any of the above statutory 

conditions of service, then breach of contract has been committed.

This type of breach happens when a party refuses to perform under 

a contract, without proper legal reasons for doing so. They may try to 

cancel the contract, or deny that it ever existed, or deny that they must 

perform some important part of the contract. This type of breach is best 

explained with an example. 

EXAMPLE: Jane pays John to fix her wall, but their contract does not 

say when John must fix the wall. After a few days, Jane cancels the 

contract and sues John. But Jane was not allowed to cancel the contract. 

Remember, if a contract does not have a time for performance, you must  

first demand performance from the party within a reasonable time (see 

‘LATE PERFORMANCE’). So, Jane has in fact breached the contract herself!

 

This type of breach often happens when there is a clause in a contract 

that tells the parties exactly what steps they must take to cancel the 

contract, and one of the parties tries to cancel the contract without 

following those steps. This is another reason why you must read your 

contracts carefully!
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PREVENTING PERFORMANCE 

This type of breach happens when one of the parties makes it impossible 

for him- or herself, or the other party, to do what they have agreed to 

under the contract.

 

EXAMPLE: John agrees to sell his car to Jane. Before he gives the car to 

Jane, he sells it to Winston. John has breached his contract with Jane.
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Remedies for Breach of Contract
A ‘remedy’ is what a party is entitled to if the other party 
breaches their contract. When there is a breach of contract, 
you usually have a choice to either uphold the contract, or 
cancel the contract. 
 

But whether you uphold the contract or cancel it, you will usually also 

be entitled to ‘damages’: compensation that puts you in the position you 

would have been in if the breach had not happened.

UPHOLDING THE CONTRACT

Even though there has been a breach, you might want to ‘keep the contract 

alive’. It might be more important to you that you get what you have 

actually agreed to than to get out of the contract. The CPA also upholds the 

principle that contracts entered into voluntarily must be honoured.

ORDERING THE OTHER PARTY TO PERFORM

You can usually ask a court to order the other party to perform, unless 

that performance is impossible. The following are examples of instances 

where the CPA expects the parties to uphold the contract despite the 

breach of contract. 
 

WITHHOLDING YOUR PERFORMANCE 

In many contracts, one performance will depend on the other.

EXAMPLE: When John sells Jane bread and milk, he will usually only 

hand it over to Jane if she has paid him for it. Likewise, Jane will only 

pay John if he hands over the bread and milk.

  

In contracts like this, you can usually withhold your own performance until 

the other party has performed. This is a very useful remedy, because you 

do not have to go to court to rely on it. 

 

Remember, you are not cancelling the contract (see ‘2. CANCELLING THE 

CONTRACT’): you are simply not performing under the contract until the 

other party performs.
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CANCELLING THE CONTRACT

This is a very serious remedy. Remember the general rule: a breach must 

be ‘material’ before the other party can get out of the contract. 

 

But, whether a party can cancel a contract will also depend on the type 

of breach. Below are the requirements for cancellation under the types of 

breach we have just discussed:

 

LATE PERFORMANCE

To cancel a contract for late performance, the time for performance must 

have been important to both parties. The time for performance is important 

if both parties agreed or understood that if either did not perform by the 

date agreed to, the other would be allowed to cancel the contract. 

 

If the time for performance was not important at first, one of the parties 

can make it important. They can do this by sending the other party a 

demand for performance, and setting a reasonable date for performance. 

They must then warn the other party in advance that they will cancel 

if performance is not made before the set date. If there was not even 

a time or date for performance in the contract to begin with, the party 

demanding performance must first set a time or date for performance, 

which must be reasonable. They can then make that time for performance 

important demanding performance by that time or date, or some later 

time or date. 

 

Remember, if you cancel a contract when you are not allowed to, you 

breach the contract yourself!

 

Section 19 (3) of the CPA protects the consumer by stating that if an 

agreement does not provide a specific date or time of delivery of any goods 

or performance of any services the supplier must not require the consumer 

to accept delivery or performance of the services at an unreasonable time. 

Most importantly, Section 19 (6) (c) of the CPA gives the consumer the right 

to (without penalty to the consumer), cancel the contract in the event of the 

supplier tendering delivery or the goods and/or performance or services at 

a location, on a date or at a time other than as initially agreed upon with the 

consumer. In this regard the supplier will not be able to claim financial losses 

incurred in relation to the late performance.
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INCOMPLETE OR UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

If there is a clause in the contract that entitles one or both parties to  

cancel for incomplete or unsatisfactory performance, then it will not matter 

how serious the breach is: the other party may still cancel the contract.

 

If there is no such clause, then whether or not the party may cancel the 

contract will depend on how serious the incomplete or unsatisfactory 

performance was.

 

IMPROPERLY REFUSING TO COMPLY WITH THE CONTRACT 

In this regard, the CPA provides the consumer with a right to cancel 

the agreement and claim a refund.  Firstly, Section 54 of the CPA gives 

the consumer the right to cancel the contract if the supplier delivers an 

incomplete and/or unsatisfactory service to the consumer. Secondly, 

section 56 of the CPA also gives the consumer the right to cancel the 

agreement, within six months after delivery of the goods, if the goods  

are materially defective, cannot be used for their intended purpose,  

or are not usable or durable for a reasonable period of time. 

 

When a party has improperly cancelled the contract, the other party can 

then cancel the contract properly by simply informing the other party that 

he accepts their improper refusal to comply under the contract. He can 

then claim whatever damages (see ‘DAMAGES’) may have resulted from 

the party’s conduct.

 

But the other party does not have to accept the improper refusal: they 

may ignore or reject it, and the party will then still be bound under the 

contract. The other party could, for example, ask a court to order the 

party to perform under the contract (see ‘UPHOLDING THE CONTRACT).

PREVENTING PERFORMANCE

If a party has made it impossible for him- or herself, or the other party, to 

perform, then the other party can cancel the contract and claim damages 

(see ‘DAMAGES’).
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EFFECT OF CANCELLING THE CONTRACT

If you have properly cancelled a contract after a breach of contract by the 

other party, you may recover any performance, such as payments, that 

you have made under the contract so far.

 

The CPA retains the above principle by stating that in the event that there is:

• Late delivery of goods and/or performance or services; or 

• Bad service; or

• Unsafe or defective goods.

Then the consumer is entitled to cancel the agreement and claim a refund 

(or a portion thereof) of monies paid by the consumer thus far. 

DAMAGES

Remember that whether you uphold the contract or cancel it, you will 

usually also be entitled to ‘damages’. This is compensation that puts you 

in the position you would have been in if the breach had not happened. 

 

But, there are some rules for claiming damages:

 

(I)  Damages for breach of contract are for actual financial loss.

(II)  You cannot claim damages for what losses you might have had, but in 

fact did not suffer. You also cannot get damages for harm that cannot 

be measured in money, for example disappointment, inconvenience or 

emotional stress. 

 

The CPA now introduces the concept of strict liability whereby the supplier 

of goods is liable for damages suffered (death, injury, illness, damage to 

property, financial loss) by the consumer if the damages were caused as 

a result of the supply of any unsafe goods, product defects or inadequate 

warnings about hazard in a product. Strict liability for damages caused by 

goods held. The consumer must bring this claim for damages within 3 years 

of suffering the damage. You must have tried to minimise your damages.

 

EXAMPLE: Jane’s contract of employment with John was improperly 

cancelled. She must still make a reasonable effort to find another job.

The CPA also requires consumers to adequately mitigate their losses.
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Latent & Patent Defects
 

INTRODUCTION

A ‘patent defect’ is a problem with goods bought that was visible or 

obvious when the parties entered the contract.

 

However, if a product that you have purchased had a patent defect,  

it is assumed that you knew about the problem when you purchased  

it. Unfortunately the common law does not protect consumers from 

patent defects.

 

A ‘latent defect’ is a problem with goods bought that existed when the parties 

entered the contract, which was not visible after a ‘reasonable’ inspection. 

 

Currently, the law protects consumers from latent defects, unless the 

seller has included a ‘voetstoots’ clause in the contract. However, if the 

seller acts fraudulently, he may still be liable despite such a clause.
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MORE ABOUT ‘LATENT DEFECTS’

 

WHAT IS A ‘DEFECT’?

A ‘defect’ is an unusual feature that makes a product less useful or not 

useful at all, for the purpose that you purchased it for. 

The CPA does not make a distinction between latent and patent defects. 

A defect is defined in the CPA as any material feature or condition of the 

product which makes the product less acceptable, less useful and less 

safe. The CPA stipulates that a consumer is entitled to receive goods that 

are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects. 

 

EXAMPLE: If John sells Jane an old car, it will not be unusual for the car 

to have some rust. So, unless the car is very rusty, some rust will not be 

considered a ‘defect’. But, if John sells Jane a new car, any rust will be 

unusual and would probably be a defect. 

 

The seller will always be liable if the defect makes the product unfit for 

its normal purpose. In this regard, the CPA gives the consumer a right to 

be supplied with goods that are reasonably suitable for the purpose for 

which they were purchased or intended. 

 

If you purchased the product for some special purpose, other than its 

normal purpose, you must tell the seller when you enter the contract. If 

you relied on the seller’s special knowledge of the product regarding that 

special purpose, the seller will then still be liable if the product is not fit 

for that special purpose.

EXAMPLE: John buys a water pump from Jane and tells Jane that he 

needs it to be strong enough for the special purpose of pumping water 

up a steep hill. He knows that Jane has sold other pumps for that very 

purpose. But when John installs the pump, it is not strong enough to 

pump water up the hill. This would qualify as a latent defect for which 

Jane could be liable.
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WHAT REALLY MAKES A DEFECT ‘LATENT’?

A ‘defect’ is ‘latent’ when it is not visible to you as the buyer, after  

a reasonable inspection of the product. 

 

Always inspect the product before you buy it: if you do not, it will be 

much more difficult for you to claim that there was a latent defect that  

the seller must now compensate you for!

 

Whether an inspection is ‘reasonable’ will depend on what you are 

buying. For example, if you are buying an old car that you expect to have 

some problems, then your inspection will have to be more careful to be 

‘reasonable’. If you are buying a new car, a ‘reasonable’ inspection will 

need to be less careful: you expect the car to have no problems at all.

  

However, it is a good idea to inspect whatever product you buy as 

carefully as possible. If you discover a defect as a result, it could save  

you a lot of time and money later on.

Remember that a latent defect must have existed at the time you entered 

the contract. If there was no defect when you purchased the product, the 

seller cannot be held liable. 

 

Also remember that, if the seller has included a ‘voetstoots’ clause  

(see page 18) in the contract, he will not be liable for any latent defect 

unless he has acted fraudulently, i.e. misled you on purpose. 

 

For the purposes of the CPA, it is irrelevant whether the defect was latent 

or patent or whether it could be detected by the consumer before taking 

delivery of the product or not.
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False Statements by The Seller
A seller is allowed to praise his own product and talk about it 
in a way that encourages you to buy it. But sometimes sellers 
make statements that go beyond ‘sales talk’. These statements 
are about some important quality of the product, for example 
its strength or value, but they are not actually included in the  
contract. In other words, they are not warranties or guarantees. 

If such a statement turns out to be false, the law may protect you in the 

same way as if there had been a latent defect.

If the statement is about a fact to do with the product, and not just an 

opinion, it is more likely to be a statement of the kind described above.

It is often difficult to tell the difference between ‘sales talk’, a false 

statement like the ones described above, and a warranty or guarantee. 

However, there are some clues you can look out for:-

 

If the statement is the seller’s response to a direct question by you, it  

is more likely to be a statement of the kind described above, i.e. not just 

‘sales talk’.
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What are you entitled to 
for Latent Defects or false 
statements by the seller?
For a latent defect, or a false statement that goes beyond 
‘sales talk’, you are normally entitled to either – 
 
• A price reduction: the difference between the price you paid and  

the true value of the product; or
• A full refund of the price + any interest + any cost of receiving the 

product + any maintenance costs.
 
If you receive the full refund however, you will have to return to the seller 
everything that you gained under the contract.

EXCHANGE CONTRACTS

‘Exchange contracts’ are contracts where the thing sold is paid for with 
another thing, or another thing and some money. 
 
If there is a latent defect in, or a false statement about, any of the things 
in such an agreement, the innocent party will also be entitled to a price 
reduction or refund.
 
EXAMPLE: Jane sells John her car in exchange for John’s furniture and 

R10 000. If there is a latent defect in the car or the furniture, Jane or 

John could be entitled to a price reduction or refund.

CAN I EVER GET MORE THAN JUST A PRICE REDUCTION  

OR A REFUND?

 
If the defect or false statement has caused you harm worth more than just 
the value of the product, you might be able to claim this from the seller. 
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TRADER’S LIABILITY

A ‘trader’ – a seller who actually trades in and earns his living from the 

goods he sells – is held to a higher standard than an ordinary seller, like 

John or Jane in our examples. If a trader publicly claims to have expert skill 

or knowledge in the product sold, you will be able to claim more than just 

a price reduction or refund. You will be able to claim all losses resulting 

from any latent defect in the product.

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

Latent defects: If the contract guaranteed a certain quality and a latent 

defect means the product does not have that quality, then you will be able 

to claim compensation for all resulting losses as damages for breach  

of contract. 

 

False statements: If a statement made by the seller actually became  

a term of the contract, then you will also be able to claim damages for 

breach of contract.

MISREPRESENTATION 

If the seller acted fraudulently, or knew that the latent defect or the false 

statement might cause you further damage, you would be entitled to more 

than just a price reduction or refund if you suffered additional losses.
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Some Contractual Terms  
to look out for
Contracts often contain standard terms that are meant  
to protect the supplier. These can be unfair to the  
consumer, however. 
 
Sometimes you may be able to negotiate with a supplier to exclude these 
terms, but even if you are unable to do so, it will help you to know what 
they look like and to keep an eye out for them! 

REMEMBER: The general rule is that you are bound by what you sign 

– this is why it is very important that you read your contracts before 

entering them and, whenever possible, look for assistance in doing so.
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‘Voetstoots’ Clauses
A ‘voetstoots’ or ‘as is’ clause means that you are buying or 
renting the goods as they appear. In other words, they exclude 
the seller’s liability for ‘latent defects’. These are faults with 
the goods that existed when the parties entered the contract, 
and were not visible after a ‘reasonable’ inspection. 

EXAMPLE: The buyer accepts the goods as they appear. 

 

These clauses are perfectly legal, except in ‘credit agreements’ under  

the National Credit Act. If you buy something that later turns out to have 

something wrong with it, and the contract contained a ‘voetstoots’ clause, 

you will normally still be bound by that contract.

 

Only where the seller acted fraudulently – i.e. intended to trick you into 

buying the faulty goods – will he be liable to you.

 

This is why it is important to inspect whatever you are buying carefully 

before you enter into a contract. Perhaps ask a friend who knows a lot 

about the product to assist you.

 

The introduction of the CPA (Section 56) means that the suppliers can no 

longer rely on the ‘voetstoots’ clause to escape liability arising out of the 

supply of defective products. Suppliers are now required to supply goods 

that are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects. 

Suppliers can only escape liability for defective products if they have 

disclosed, in writing, that the product is defective in a particular manner 

and the consumer has expressly agreed to accept the goods in that 

defective condition.
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No Representation Clauses
A ‘no representation’ clause protects the supplier or landlord 
from the consequences of any statement they made before or 
after entering the contract with you. Often, when a seller or 
landlord is trying to get you to sign a contract, they may say 
or do things to try to convince you to enter the agreement. 
 
Sometimes these statements are harmless, but sometimes they may 
be about an important part of the contract. If they later turn out to be 
untrue or misleading, the seller or landlord will point to this clause to 
protect themselves. 
 
EXAMPLE: No statement or representation made by the seller will 

constitute a warranty, admission of liability or undertaking.

 
If a seller or landlord makes an appealing statement or promise while  
you are negotiating the contract, ask them if they are willing to make  
it a term of the contract. If they agree, make sure you comply with any 
‘non-variation’ clauses (see page 27). It is usually better to be careful and 
get any such statement or promise in writing and signed by both parties 
to make sure that the seller or landlord is bound by his promise.
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Non-variation Clauses
A ‘non-variation’ clause simply holds the parties to the written 
contract. This type of clause normally causes problems where 
a seller or a landlord says you may do something that is not 
actually allowed in the written contract. 
 

If the contract contains a non-variation clause, there is then nothing  

to stop the seller or landlord going back on his word and cancelling  

the contract when it is convenient for him. If you claim that he gave  

you permission, he will simply say the non-variation clause made his 

permission meaningless.

 

EXAMPLE: No terms in this contract may be varied except where such 

variation is in writing and is signed by both parties.

  

EXAMPLE: A contract of lease between Jane and John might say that 

John is not allowed to rent a room to anyone else while he is renting the 

property from Jane. The contract contains a non-variation clause. John 

asks Jane if she can make an exception and allow him to rent a room to 

his friend Winston. Jane says yes. Later, Jane realises she can get more 

rent for her property if she rents it to her friend Lindi. She cancels the 

contract with John, saying that he has breached the contract by renting 

the room to Winston.
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Time-bar Clauses
A ‘time-bar’ clause gives you a limited time to bring any  
legal action against the supplier or landlord in the event  
that a dispute arises. These types of clauses are common  
in insurance contracts.
 
EXAMPLE: If we reject liability for any claim made under this policy we 

will be released from liability unless summons is served...within 90 days 

of repudiation.

 
If a contract contains a time-bar clause, make sure you remember or 
write down the time period in which you can bring legal action against 
the seller or landlord, in case you ever have to go to court to settle  
a dispute about the contract.
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General Exemption Clauses
A general exemption clause excludes or limits a supplier’s 
liability in many situations. These are often meant to protect 
the supplier from the consequences of their employees’ 
dangerous or careless conduct.
 

EXAMPLE: The supplier accepts no liability whatsoever for any damage  

or loss suffered by the customer as a consequence of any of its employees’ 

fraudulent, negligent or innocent conduct.

 

EXAMPLE: Jane is admitted to hospital. John, the hospital administrator, 

gets Jane to sign a contract that contains an exemption clause before 

she can receive treatment. One of the hospital nurses gives Jane the 

wrong medication and she becomes even sicker, staying in hospital for 

an extra month. When she tries to get the hospital to take responsibility 

for the nurse’s conduct, they argue that the exemption clause protects 

them from any claim by Jane.

 

There is often little you can do to avoid exemption clauses. In our example, 

Jane needed treatment urgently, and would not have been in a position 

to negotiate with the hospital. For now, you should simply be aware that 

many businesses and service providers try to exclude liability in this way.



Where to Complain

WHERE TO COMPLAIN
The Consumer Protection Act aims to promote consumer activism  

by making provision for the accreditation of consumer groups tasked  

with lodging complaints on behalf of consumers, as well as making 

available support for activities such as consumer advice, education, 

publications, research and alternative dispute resolutions through 

mediation or conciliation.

 

As such, the Act gives rise to the establishment of the National Consumer 

Commission, a body assigned to investigate consumer complaints, as 

well as the National Consumer Tribunal, the latter of which was created 

by the National Credit Act in September 2006, and is responsible for the 

adjudication of violations and transgressions of the National Credit Act 

and the Consumer Protection Act. 

NEED MORE INFO? CONTACT US.

The Office of the Consumer Protector’s Education and Marketing Unit 

Ground Floor

Waldorf Arcade

80 St George’s Mall

Cape Town

Toll–free number: 0800 007 081

Postal address: PO Box 979, Cape Town, 8000

Workshops & information sessions: 021 483 9282

Fax: 021 483 9474

E-mail: Consumer.Protector@westerncape.gov.za
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